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Early Start SEND Inclusion Team
Supporting the communication
skills of children
with additional needs
in your Setting

Aims of the Session
• Explore communication and why is it important ?
• Different types of difficulties in speech, language and
communication needs.
• To explore and practice the tools, tips and strategies
that support the communication skills of children with additional
needs in your setting.
• Have a go!
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The Importance of communication
• Over one million children in the UK have some kind of speech language and
communication needs (SLCN).
• There are many ways that children with SLCN are supported, depending on the
type of difficulty they have, how old they are, and how the local services are setup in our areas .
• No child should be left out or left behind because of a difficulty speaking or
understanding.

Importance of communication cont…
• Effective communication skills are vital to a child’s success in all aspects of their
learning and development
• Language(communication ) skills are essential for children to survive and thrive,
since communication is the foundation for all relationships and learning
• If a child has difficulty with communicating , they may need help, or they may
struggle in nursery or school. With the right help from you, they can develop the
skills they need.
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Stages of Communication
The stage of communication that a person has reached depends on three things:

• the person's ability to interact with another person
• how and why they communicate
• their understanding.

Stages of communication development
Early communication can be described as pre-intentional. This means that the
individual is communicating but may not have planned to do so, such as crying as a
result of hunger or discomfort.
Intentional communication develops later and communication skills are used
deliberately to pass on information. Often unconventional behaviours are used
before conventional methods are learnt, for example, tugging on people to show
them something, or vocalising and gesturing.
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4 stages of communication ( Hanen Programme)
The own agenda stage.
The person appears uninterested in others and tends to play or do activities alone. Their communication
will be mainly pre-intentional.
The requester stage.
The person has begun to realise that their actions have an effect on others. They are likely to
communicate their wants and what they enjoy by pulling you towards objects, areas or games.
The early communicator stage.
Interactions will begin to increase in length and become more intentional. The person may begin to echo
some of the things that they hear to communicate their needs. Gradually, they will begin to point to things
that they want to show you and begin to shift their gaze, beginning to engage in a two-way interaction.
The partner stage.
The person will be using speech and will be able to carry out a simple conversation. While they may
appear confident and capable when using communication in familiar settings (eg at home), they may
struggle when they enter an unfamiliar environment (eg a new school). In these places, they may use
memorised phrases and appear to be ignoring their communication partner, speaking over them and
ignoring the rules of turn-taking.

What is Communication and w

do we do it?

Communication is the sharing of information/conveying a message from one
person to another and may be written or spoken.
Request

Show
Protest
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The Unique Child
Every child is different. Their needs depend on different factors,
including:
• Which areas of speech, language and communication they struggle with.
• How severely these areas are affected.
• What skills and strengths they have.
• How they need to use their skills.
• Their level of confidence and self-esteem ( may be a shy child)
• Opportunities they have to communicate
• Their level of understanding

Activity symbolic understanding
There are different ways that a message can be represented



In groups

Complete the ladder of symbolic understanding
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Colour picture

Objects

Black and white line
drawing

Bath time
Written words

Photo

Colour symbol

Difficulties communicating
A child may have difficulty in one or more of these areas:
• Listening and attention
Paying attention and listening to other people can be difficult for some children.
They may be very easily distracted.
• Auditory skills
We need to tell the difference between different sounds. This is known as ‘auditory
processing’. We also need an effective memory for sounds and words. This is known
as ‘auditory memory’.
Some children may find it difficult to remember enough words or sounds to make
sense of what they are hearing.
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Understanding words and concepts (semantics)
We need to understand the words being spoken to us. Some children find it difficult to learn and
remember new words.
We also need to understand the meaning of a word or the ideas behind it. Some children find it
difficult to understand abstract concepts. For example, words to do with size or time.
Understanding sentences
We need to understand the way sentences are constructed. This is often called ‘grammar’ or ‘syntax’.
We also need to understand how different word endings can change the meaning of a sentence. For
example 'I pour' becomes 'I poured' if it has already happened.
Some children find it hard to understand sentences with lots of information or with complex
structures.
• Memory
When learning new words, children rely on their memory. This is because they need to compare new
words to words they have already learnt. If a child has difficulty doing this, they will struggle to
understand what is being said.

Tools, tips and strategies!
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Box Clever
Aim is to deliver play experience at the same
time as encouraging language.
It involves:
• play that is enjoyable
• daily repetition
• adult is using appropriate language
according child’s understanding
• opportunities to play with peers
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Continue
How?
Have the box of related toys
Small group of children with and adult
During play encouraging children to play with toys and commenting
on what they are doing
Themes: farm animals, zoo, hospital, fire station, transport, family,
home and exc.

Play Box ( Special Time)
• To support the development of play skills
• Support development of attention and listening skills
• Modelling of play and interaction
• Focus and Interest
• Speech and language
• Making choices while developing play skills.
Items in box can be from O.T, PHYSIO or SLT targets.
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Social Skills Group
Supports development of:
• Waiting, listening and turn taking.
• Building joint attention while developing social interactions in a structured
way- an adult led activity.
• Adult models language while using visuals and Makaton.
• Positive role models to join in the group.
• Learning to be part of a social group
• Teaching social skills in context

Bucket Time
• Develop attention and listening skills
• Develop and supports shared/joint
attention
• Being part of a group
• Develop turn taking
• Follows the adults agenda
• Spontaneous communication
• Its FUN !
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Speech and Language Groups
• Naming everyday Objects – what it is?
• Matching – can you find one the same?
• Object purpose – what does it do?
• Following instructions by understanding 1, 2
or 3 information carrying words.
• Themed boxes – e.g. Box Clever

The Home Learning Environment can have a huge impact on a child’s ability to
succeed in life.
Support families by sharing with hints and tips to propel their child’s learning so
they are not behind on their first day of school and they can go on to reach their
full potential, whatever their background.”
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Let’s have a go!
• Box Clever
• Social Skills Group
• Play Box - Special Time

Thankyou
Inclusion support
contact details
inclusionsupportrequest@ealing.gov.uk
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